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Practical Modern Basketball
Take a bunch of nice kids, dump in gobs of fiery Italian seasoning, mix in copious measures of
robust Augustinian teaching, and stir gently for four years. That's the winning recipe that
transformed April Fool's Day 1985 into a feast for underdogs and everymen everywhere.
March Madness maddened to the max that year with the crowning of perhaps the NCAA
Tournament's most unlikely champion, the Villanova Wildcats. The most unlikely and perhaps
the most liked team to ever win the championship, the Villanova kids won the nation over with
courtesy and class more than jump shots and slam dunks. The NCAA final was supposed to
be a slam dunk for Georgetown, the defending national champions. But 'Nova never buckled
under "Hoya Paranoia," the fear factor that paralyzed most Georgetown opponents in the John
Thompson era. Paternal coach Rollie Massimino drilled commitment, loyalty, and honor into
his "family" as much as Xs and Os. The result was a poised, disciplined, and undaunted
quintet who played what some have called the perfect basketball game where they sizzled the
cords with unprecedented 78.6 percent shooting accuracy. Wildcat icon Ed Pinckney, along
with teammates and other members of Coach Mass's "family," relate the tale of how "Villanowhere," as the 'Cats were dubbed before April 1, fooled the whole world.
To perform better in any situation - in your career, hobbies, relationships, or in any facet of
your life - it is critical to develop psychological skills, which, just like physical abilities, can be
taught, learned, and practiced. Both as individuals and as groups, we can tone these
psychological skills and use them to heighten awareness, foster talents and technical abilities,
and reach peak performance. Mental preparedness and psychological awareness are the keys
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to thriving in any environment. Few understand the importance of psychological skills better
than the internationally recognized professor Michael Bar-Eli. As both a sports and
organizational psychologist for more than 35 years, Bar-Eli has not only researched the
science of performance but has also worked directly with elite athletes, coaches, and teams to
help them improve their success on the court or field. Boost! takes the lessons he's learned
from sports psychology and translates them for leaders and managers at any stage in their
career. With prescriptive advice, Bar-Eli illustrates how anyone can apply these lessons to
better support and inspire co-workers and employees and create a sustainable, successful
working environment and business. Boost! breaks down the complex behavioral science of
getting ahead. Through original scientific research, unique case studies, and anecdotes from
the world of sports and beyond, Bar-Eli explains the psychological underpinnings of human
behavior and how we can harness this knowledge to perform at our highest levels, succeeding
in our careers and personal lives.
In the half-century since its birth, as Sports Illustrated grew from a struggling start-up to
America's preeminent sports magazine, one thing has remained constant: the commitment to
great storytelling. That part of the magazine's mission has always been easy to define: Identify
the most compelling sports stories of our time and get the best writers in the business to tell
them. This book brings together a lineup of writing talent worthy of the Hall of Fame and the
classic stories they produced for Sports Illustrated over the past 50 years. Many of the writers
whose work is collected here are longtime favorites of SI readers (Frank Deford, Rick Reilly,
Steve Rushin, Gary Smith). Others are former SI staffers or contributors who left the fold, but
not before making an indelible mark on SI's history (Dan Jenkins, Rick Telander, Mark Kram,
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Roy Blount Jr., William Nack). There are celebrated journalists (A.J. Liebling, Jimmy Breslin,
George Plimpton), screenwriters (Budd Schulberg and Kenny Moore), renowned novelists
(Thomas McGuane, Pete Dexter, Wallace Stegner, Don DeLillo) and even a couple of Nobel
Prize winners in literature (William Faulkner and John Steinbeck). The stories themselves are a
mirror of our times. Included in this volume are accounts of some of the most memorable
athletic feats of our era (Secretariat's Belmont victory, the Thrilla in Manila, and Bobby
Thomson's shot heard round the world). Profiles of the towering athletic figures of our time (Bill
Russell and Wilt Chamberlain, Ted Williams and Johnny Unitas). Good guys (Yogi Berra and
Harry Caray) and bad guys (Sonny Liston and Mike Tyson). The fast (Roger Bannister) and the
furious (Dick Butkus). The ridiculous (Howard Cosell) and the sublime (Josh Gibson). And the
stories that simply touch our hearts and inspire us (Frank Deford's masterpiece on light
heavyweight champ Billy Conn). This is the very best of the world's best sports magazine ¾
and it just doesn't get any better than that.
Essential Creativity in the Classroom is about giving all children the opportunity to fulfil their
potential. It is about developing real partnerships between parents, teachers, businesses and
the community, identifying best practice, finding teachers that are inspiring and schools that
are committed to providing a special learning experience. This is a book to inspire, excite and
stimulate creative approaches to learning. Without creativity, we have no real innovation; we
need people who are capable of thinking crazy, out of the box thoughts; we need people who
shake us out of complacency. This book covers in detail topics such as: What do teachers
need to do to help children make the most of their creativity? How do children prefer to learn?
What can teachers do to stimulate children’s creativity? building self-esteem, helping
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individuals to believe in themselves supporting a young person in making creative career
choices. Packed with proven practical advice this dip-in guide identifies the best ways of
supporting pupils as they navigate their exciting journey through a world of learning and
discovery.
Book 6, 7, and 8 from the Repossible Series: Decide, Meditate, and Spark. Dreams been
dashed by life’s bumps and bruises? Discover uplifting insights that could turn things around
today. Do you wake up in despair? Does each day lack joy? Stuck in a rut or a job you have
grown to loathe? Author and personal development leader Bradley Charbonneau came to hate
his comfortable life until one precise moment rebooted his entire approach to living. Now he’s
here to share how you can reclaim that spark no matter where you are in your journey and live
the brilliantly shining vision you deserve. Repossible: Who will you be next? is a short, sharp
wake-up call to the idea of instant change. Through personal anecdotes, interviews with other
success-seekers, and vivid examples, Charbonneau’s conversational tone with honest and
humor-infused encouragement will put you firmly back behind inspiration’s wheel. Aimed at
anyone of any age plagued with thoughts that life is passing them by, you’ll soon feel pumped
and invigorated enough to take your next exciting steps! In Repossible, you’ll discover: The
keys to moving from disenchantment and hopelessness to energy-filled momentum Ways to
tap into your best self and unlock your true potential How to high-five yourself with positive
direction and life-affirming daily action What to do to guarantee intentional growth and achieve
your goals A blueprinted roadmap to forge your path back to personal fulfillment, links to
further resources, and much, much more! Repossible: Who will you be next? is the helping
hand you need right now. If you like deep topics deftly handled, motivational kicks, and fistPage 4/25
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pumping enthusiasm, then you’ll love Bradley Charbonneau’s straight-to-the-point pep talk.
Buy Repossible to reimagine your life today!
Growing up in Kinston, Alabama, Rick Wood had two goals: to play high school basketball for
his role model, Creigh Purnell, and to become a high school coach and teacher himself.
Though he was never able to make Coach Purnell's varsity, he enjoyed a stellar coaching
career. Rick Wood retired with 662 wins -- at the time, the most by any active coach in North
Carolina. His players were known for their teamwork, hustle, and sportsmanship. They were
also known for being true student-athletes, receiving two awards for having the best team
GPAs in the entire state. "40 Seasons" chronicles how one small town boy turned his dream
into a lifetime of achievements. Through his eyes, we discover universal lessons about
winning, losing, teaching, and living.
Take a bunch of nice kids, dump in gobs of fiery Italian seasoning, mix in copious measures of
robust Augustinian teaching, and stir gently for four years. That’s the winning recipe that
transformed April Fool’s Day 1985 into a feast for underdogs and everymen everywhere.
March Madness maddened to the max that year with the crowning of perhaps the NCAA
Tournament’s most unlikely champion, the Villanova Wildcats. The most unlikely and perhaps
the most liked team to ever win the championship, the Villanova kids won the nation over with
courtesy and class more than jump shots and slam dunks. The NCAA final was supposed to
be a slam dunk for Georgetown, the defending national champions. But ’Nova never buckled
under "Hoya Paranoia," the fear factor that paralyzed most Georgetown opponents in the John
Thompson era. Paternal coach Rollie Massimino drilled commitment, loyalty, and honor into
his "family" as much as Xs and Os. The result was a poised, disciplined, and undaunted
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quintet who played what some have called the perfect basketball game where they sizzled the
cords with unprecedented 78.6 percent shooting accuracy. Wildcat icon Ed Pinckney, along
with teammates and other members of Coach Mass’s "family," relate the tale of how "Villanowhere," as the ’Cats were dubbed before April 1, fooled the whole world. This reissue of
Tales from the Villanova Wildcats Locker Room is a perfect gift for fans of Villanova basketball!
Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Sports Publishing imprint, are proud to publish a broad
range of books for readers interested in sports—books about baseball, pro football, college
football, pro and college basketball, hockey, or soccer, we have a book about your sport or
your team. Whether you are a New York Yankees fan or hail from Red Sox nation; whether
you are a die-hard Green Bay Packers or Dallas Cowboys fan; whether you root for the
Kentucky Wildcats, Louisville Cardinals, UCLA Bruins, or Kansas Jayhawks; whether you route
for the Boston Bruins, Toronto Maple Leafs, Montreal Canadiens, or Los Angeles Kings; we
have a book for you. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or
a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Praise for the 1st edition: 'This is now one of my top five education books. .I was
absorbed and uplifted by it and my own practice as a teacher will undoubtedly
change as a result. Surely there can be no higher recommendation.' - Geoff
Barton, Times Educational Supplement Essential Motivation in the Classroom is
the definitive one-stop guide for teachers who want to know how to motivate
children - and how children learn to motivate themselves. In the ten years since
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this book was first published, it has proven to be a best selling text that informs,
inspires and amuses educationalist around the world. This fully updated and
revised tenth anniversary edition continues to take the reader on a rollercoaster
ride through the theories of teaching, learning and thinking. Ian Gilbert highlights
the 'seven keys' of motivation, offering a range of strategies, ideas and insights to
help learners become motivated from within. An entertaining and inspiring read,
this book is full of useful, practical advice, ranging from motivational research
from leading theorists to philosophical gems from Homer Simpson. Teachers in
all sectors of education will find this book indispensable, helping them to change
the culture of their classrooms and improve the effectiveness of their teaching.
This book is part of the Teach, Coach, Play series, emphasizing a systematic
learning approach to sports and activities. Both visual and verbal information are
presented so that readers can easily understand the material and improve
performance. Built-in learning aids help readers master each skill in a step-bystep manner. Using the cues, summaries, skills, drills, and illustrations will help
build a solid foundation for safe and effective participation now and in the future.
The basic approach in all of the Teach, Coach, Play activity titles is to help
readers improve their skills and performance by building mastery from simple to
increasingly complex levels. The books strive to illustrate correct techniques and
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demonstrate how to achieve optimal results. The basic organization in each book
is as follows: Section 1 overviews history, organizations and publications,
conditioning activities, safety, warm up suggestions, and equipment. Section 2
covers exercise or skills, participants, action involved, rules, facility or field,
scoring, and etiquette. Section 3 focuses on skills and drills or program design.
Section 4 addresses a broad range of strategies specifically designed to improve
performance now and in the future. Section 5 provides a convenient glossary of
terms.
As a little one, hearing JFK speak for the first time made me want to be just like
him. For some reason, his words went straight to my heart, filling my heart with
something wonderful. It is a feeling that I later came to understand as a desire to
serve-to pursue a life of public service. My desire was for this ideal. These
feelings have taken me on a long and tortuous journey. I have been a public
servant most of my life. I have gone from a poor little black child, laborer,
contractor, and teacher, to politician, lawyer, and judge. But strangely enough,
my journey did not end there. My journey did not end with political success.
Strangely enough, I discovered that my desire and my ideal meant something
deeper and even more wonderful. I discovered that it meant something above
and beyond politics-something for everyone. I discovered something good for
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every single person: the ideal life, a life of true purpose. Not something for the fardistant future, but something that can be achieved in the here and now. And I
want to share my experiences of this process (the Tao) with you.
Learning Agile is a comprehensive guide to the most popular agile methods,
written in a light and engaging style that makes it easy for you to learn. Agile has
revolutionized the way teams approach software development, but with dozens of
agile methodologies to choose from, the decision to "go agile" can be tricky. This
practical book helps you sort it out, first by grounding you in agile’s underlying
principles, then by describing four specific—and well-used—agile methods: Scrum,
extreme programming (XP), Lean, and Kanban. Each method focuses on a
different area of development, but they all aim to change your team’s
mindset—from individuals who simply follow a plan to a cohesive group that
makes decisions together. Whether you’re considering agile for the first time, or
trying it again, you’ll learn how to choose a method that best fits your team and
your company. Understand the purpose behind agile’s core values and
principles Learn Scrum’s emphasis on project management, self-organization,
and collective commitment Focus on software design and architecture with XP
practices such as test-first and pair programming Use Lean thinking to empower
your team, eliminate waste, and deliver software fast Learn how Kanban’s
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practices help you deliver great software by managing flow Adopt agile practices
and principles with an agile coach
Before great basketball players developed their superstar flair, they built a solid
base of fundamental skills in all phases of the game. Basketball Skills and Drills
provides a blueprint for building the foundation that every well-rounded basketball
player needs. The book also covers key team principles for both ends of the
court. Tactics for offense, including special situations such as out-of-bounds
plays, will improve spacing, ball and player movement, shot selection, and
scoring. Defensive tactics emphasize positioning, pressure, and various systems
to apply in each area or level of the court.
This book of 60 daily readings is the result of one-on-one conversations between
basketball's legendary coach and teacher, John Wooden, and Jay Carty, former
Laker and one time Wooden assistant. Each of the two page readings contains
life wisdom from the Coach, application and reflection from Jay and a daily
Scripture reading and prayer.
Former NBA star and Presidential Medal of Freedom recipient Kareem AbdulJabbar explores his 50-year friendship with Coach John Wooden, one of the
most enduring and meaningful relationships in sports history. When future NBA
legend Kareem Abdul-Jabbar was still an 18-year-old high school basketball
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prospect from New York City named Lew Alcindor, he accepted a scholarship
from UCLA largely on the strength of Coach John Wooden's reputation as a
winner. It turned out to be the right choice, as Alcindor and his teammates won
an unprecedented three NCAA championship titles. But it also marked the
beginning of one of the most extraordinary and enduring friendships in the history
of sports. In Coach Wooden and Me, Abdul-Jabbar reveals the inspirational story
of how his bond with John Wooden evolved from a history-making coach-player
mentorship into a deep and genuine friendship that transcended sports, shaped
the course of both men's lives, and lasted for half a century. Coach Wooden and
Me is a stirring tribute to the subtle but profound influence that Wooden had on
Kareem as a player, and then as a person, as they began to share their cultural,
religious, and family values while facing some of life's biggest obstacles. From his
first day of practice, when the players were taught the importance of putting on
their athletic socks properly; to gradually absorbing the sublime wisdom of Coach
Wooden's now famous "Pyramid of Success"; to learning to cope with the ugly
racism that confronted black athletes during the turbulent Civil Rights era as well
as losing loved ones, Abdul-Jabbar fondly recalls how Coach Wooden's fatherly
guidance not only paved the way for his unmatched professional success but
also made possible a lifetime of personal fulfillment. Full of intimate, never-beforePage 11/25
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published details and delivered with the warmth and erudition of a grateful
student who has learned his lessons well, Coach Wooden and Me is at once a
celebration of the unique philosophical outlook of college basketball's most
storied coach and a moving testament to the all-conquering power of friendship.
Instant New York Times and USA Today Bestseller President Barack Obama's
Favorite Book of 2017 A Boston Globe and Huffington Post Best Book of 2017
Pick
Biomedical Engineering Principles in Sports contains in-depth discussions on the fundamental
biomechanical and physiological principles underlying the acts of throwing, shooting, hitting,
kicking, and tackling in sports, as well as vision training, sports injury, and rehabilitation. The
topics include: -Golf ball aerodynamics and golf club design, -Golf swing and putting
biomechanics, -Tennis ball aerodynamics and ball- and shoe-surface interactions, -Tennis
stroke mechanics and optimizing ball-racket interactions, -Baseball pitching biomechanics and
perceptual illusions of batters, -Football forward pass aerodynamics and tackling
biomechanics, -Soccer biomechanics, -Basketball aerodynamics and biomechanics, -Vision
training in sports, -Children maturation and performance, -Rehabilitation and medical advances
in treatment of sports injuries. This book is essential reading for biomedical engineers,
physicists, sport scientists, and physiologists who wish to update their knowledge of
biomechanical and biomedical principles and their applications to sports. The book can be
used in a one-semester Senior or Graduate-level course in Biomechanics, Biomedical
Engineering, Sports Technology, Sports Medicine, or Exercise Physiology. In addition, it will be
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of value to interested athletic laypersons who enjoy watching or participating in sports such as
golf, tennis, softball, football, soccer, and basketball.
Wooden's first-ever instructional basketball book and DVD package provides anunprecedented
inside look at the offensive system of this basketball coachinglegend.
This book covers the fundamentals and style of team play, emphasizing the delicate balance
between the simplistic reality and incredibly demanding effort of the game. Coach Wooden
outlines a pattern, a theory, a strategy, and a course for how to develop as a basketball player
and as a person.
As a young girl, Sylvia Hatchell longed to play little league baseball and, later, high-school
basketball, but both were closed to her because she was a girl. In college, her world shifted
when she discovered a passion for coaching that would lead her to become a Naismith Hall of
Fame coach of women's basketball at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. In this
book, Coach Hatchell's life story unfolds against the backdrop of Title IX and women's struggle
for equal opportunities in athletics. She celebrates triumphs (such as winning the 1994 NCAA
Division I Women's Basketball Tournament) and weathers sadness and failure (such as the
loss of her parents, surviving cancer, and being forced to resign from her dream job in 2019).
America loves sports. This book examines and details the proof of this fascination seen
throughout American society—in our literature, film, and music; our clothing and food; and the
iconography of the nation.
This book presents an applied approach to sport psychology and is designed to enable
students and coaches to understand key psychological tools. It gives a practical discussion of
motivation, communication, stress management, mental imagery and other imprtant topics.
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The first question anyone should have for me is, Why would anyone be interested in an
autobiography about my life as a coach? That would be a fair question, since I havent won any
national championships nor have I been in demand for speaking engagements. If you compare
my coaching record to others, my won-lost record doesnt stand out. With that said, let me
explain what I have to offer, and then you decide. This book is not just about my life as a
coach, but rather, the lessons I have learned through my coaching career. Being old-school is
about coaching kids and young adults, not a particular sport, gender, age, or level of play. I
have coached on every level of play that exists and coached both genders on those levels,
along with almost every sport that a school offers.

This story is about two issues. One is the Big Time players Coach Young recruited, the
recruiting stories, and the different methods used in the recruiting wars. The other issue
is about Ron Young and his struggle to learn what it takes to win big, how he learned
his lessons and the results from his lessons. After many years of trying to get to the top
of his profession, Ron Young finally gets his opportunity, makes the most of it and
guides his Cinderella team into the Final Four Championship. Ron Young has his days
of glory and then the tables turn on him as he has to deal with the NCAA Investigators
for cheating violations. Ron Young's basketball career, which covers over thirty years of
dedicated service, and honest hard work is destroyed after one year trying to make it to
the “Big Dance”.
John Wooden is an American icon. Since he announced his retirement thirty years ago,
“Coach” remains one of our country's most popular and heroic figures. What John
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Wooden accomplished as basketball coach at UCLA will never be repeated—eightyeight victories in a row, ten national championships—but what makes his legacy even
more amazing is how he did it: with honor, integrity and grace. In his research for How
to Be Like Coach Wooden, Pat Williams recounts well over 800 interviews. The result is
an inspiring motivational biography about a great hero of basketball and one of the
most amazing leaders in history. How to Be Like Coach Wooden is the next dynamic
book in the How to Be Like "character biography" series, which focuses on drawing out
important lessons from the lives of great men and women. In this book, readers will
learn from Coach Wooden, a beacon of honesty, goodness and faith. Wooden cared
about winning in basketball, but he cared more about winning in life.
Regional development strategies are becoming more similar all around Europe, even
though regional differences are more pronounced than ever and many European
regions have become more autonomous actors. This thesis of a peculiar standardized
diversification of sub-national space in the modern European Union is the point of
departure of this book. Based upon the analytical premises of Stanford School
Sociological Institutionalism, Sebastian M. Büttner studies regional mobilization in
contemporary Europe from a new and innovative perspective. He highlights the
importance of scientific expertise and global scientific models in contemporary regional
development practice, and exemplifies their significance with the example of regionbuilding in Poland in the course of EU integration. This new wave of regional
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mobilization is not just conceived as an effect of local, national or European politics, but
as an expression of a larger conceptual shift in governing society and space. This well
researched and clearly argued book not only provides fresh insights into region-building
and regionalization in contemporary European space, but also contributes to the new
sociology of Europeanization. It will be an illuminating read for scholars and students in
Sociology, European and EU studies, International Relations, Cultural Studies,
Geography, Regional Science, Polish Studies and related subject areas.
Imagine being mentored by one of the winningest coaches ever. Now you can benefit
from Coach John Wooden's insights as he and Jay Carty share the building blocks and
key values of the Pyramid of Success in the playbook edition of Coach Wooden's
Pyramid of Success. With reflection pages and key questions to personalize the
principles of success to your life, this condensed version makes it easy to apply these
practical, down - to - earth, biblical tips.
At the first practice of each season, legendary coach John Wooden taught his players
how to put on their socks and shoes a very particular way. When asked about this, he
replied, "The little things matter. All I need is one little wrinkle in one sock to put a blister
on one foot--and it could ruin my whole season. I started teaching about shoes and
socks early in my career, and I saw that it really did cut down on blisters during the
season. That little detail gave us an edge." Coach Wooden knew the long-term impact
of little things done well. Now Pat Williams takes Coach Wooden's lesson, along with
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stories of people whose lives have exemplified the importance of little things done well,
and shows readers how the small things one does or doesn't do drastically affect one's
integrity, reputation, health, career, faith, and success. People who want to do their best
in life, family, work, and faith will benefit from this entertaining and inspirational book.
Basketball Skills & Drills is your guide to mastering the basics of basketball, including
footwork, ball handling, player positioning, post and perimeter play, rebounding, plus
offensive and defensive individual and team tactics.
Practical Modern BasketballBenjamin-Cummings Publishing Company
Book 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 8, 9, 10, and 11 from the Repossible Series: Ask, Dare, Create,
Decide, Meditate, Spark, Surrender, Play, Celebrate Dreams been dashed by life’s
bumps and bruises? Discover uplifting insights that could turn things around today. Do
you wake up in despair? Does each day lack joy? Stuck in a rut or a job you have
grown to loathe? Author and personal development leader Bradley Charbonneau came
to hate his comfortable life until one precise moment rebooted his entire approach to
living. Now he’s here to share how you can reclaim that spark no matter where you are
in your journey and live the brilliantly shining vision you deserve. Repossible: Who will
you be next? is a short, sharp wake-up call to the idea of instant change. Through
personal anecdotes, interviews with other success-seekers, and vivid examples,
Charbonneau’s conversational tone with honest and humor-infused encouragement
will put you firmly back behind inspiration’s wheel. Aimed at anyone of any age
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plagued with thoughts that life is passing them by, you’ll soon feel pumped and
invigorated enough to take your next exciting steps! In Repossible, you’ll discover: The
keys to moving from disenchantment and hopelessness to energy-filled momentum
Ways to tap into your best self and unlock your true potential How to high-five yourself
with positive direction and life-affirming daily action What to do to guarantee intentional
growth and achieve your goals A blueprinted roadmap to forge your path back to
personal fulfillment, links to further resources, and much, much more! Repossible: Who
will you be next? is the helping hand you need right now. If you like deep topics deftly
handled, motivational kicks, and fist-pumping enthusiasm, then you’ll love Bradley
Charbonneau’s straight-to-the-point pep talk. Buy Repossible to reimagine your life
today!
In basketball, as in most sports, a large part of a coach’s responsibility is to prepare his
or her team for games. Yet, little time in practice is typically devoted to readying the
players and coaches for specific game situations. For instance, what are the various
ways to use dead ball moments to maximum advantage? What adjustments should be
made to launch a comeback in particular circumstances? When is it favorable to
purposefully miss a foul shot? In Odds-On Basketball Coaching: Crafting HighPercentage Strategies for Game Situations, Michael J. Coffino presents an innovative
system for coaches to prepare for specific game scenarios. Coffino challenges coaches
to think differently about what they emphasize in practice, placing greater value on
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preparing for recurring game situations, crafting strategies by assessing the odds, and
creating a culture that elevates how players think about the game. Each chapter begins
with an actual game scenario that illustrates the chapter’s content and includes
discussions of notable college and professional basketball games in order to
demonstrate specific points. Odds-On Basketball Coaching provides a framework for
making game decisions beyond instincts and habits. It is intended, more than anything,
to stimulate coaches and players to think comprehensively and realistically about how
to approach games and practices, fostering an environment where everyone can more
incisively make game-time decisions. While high school and youth basketball coaches
will find this book most helpful, coaches at all levels will benefit from this novel
approach to the game.
From the street game to March Madness to Jordan and LeBron, the greatest writing
about the grit, grace, and glory of basketball Made in America, basketball is a sport that
stirs a national passion, reaching fever pitch during the NCAA's March Madness and
the NBA Finals. Masterfully assembled by longtime Sports Illustratedwriter Alexander
Wolff, Basketball spans eight decades to bring together a dream team of writers as aweinspiring and endlessly inventive as the game itself. Here are in-depth profiles of the
legends of the hardcourt--Russell, Kareem, Bird, Jordan, and LeBron--and storied
franchises such as the Knicks and Celtics, along with dazzling portraits of the flash and
sizzle of playground ball and more personal reflections on the game by some of
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America's finest writers, among them Donald Hall, John Edgar Wideman, and Pat
Conroy. Highlights include James Naismith recalling how he invented the game that
would go on to conquer the world; John McPhee capturing the ever-disciplined Bill
Bradley as a Princeton Tiger; Peter Goldman's indelible portrait of the life and death of
a Harlem Globetrotter; and Michael Lewis's account of the brave new world of NBA
analytics. Classic journalism about inner-city basketball by Pete Axthelm, Rick
Telander, and Darcy Frey is joined by stories of the game's popularity across America,
from the heartland of Hoosier country to an Apache Reservation in Arizona.
A provocative and revelatory new biography of the legendary UCLA coach John
Wooden, by one of America's top college basketball writers No college basketball
coach has ever dominated the sport like John Wooden. His UCLA teams reached
unprecedented heights in the 1960s and '70s capped by a run of ten NCAA
championships in twelve seasons and an eighty-eight-game winning streak, records
that stand to this day. Wooden also became a renowned motivational speaker and
writer, revered for his "Pyramid of Success." Seth Davis of Sports Illustrated and CBS
Sports has written the definitive biography of Wooden, an unflinching portrait that draws
on archival research and more than two hundred interviews with players, opponents,
coaches, and even Wooden himself. Davis shows how hard Wooden strove for
success, from his All-American playing days at Purdue through his early years as a
high school and college coach to the glory days at UCLA, only to discover that reaching
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new heights brought new burdens and frustrations. Davis also reveals how at the
pinnacle of his career Wooden found himself on questionable ground with alumni,
referees, assistants, and even some of his players. His was a life not only of lessons
taught, but also of lessons learned. Woven into the story as well are the players who
powered Wooden's championship teams – Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Bill Walton, Walt
Hazzard, and others – many of whom speak frankly about their coach. The portrait that
emerges from Davis's remarkable biography is of a man in full, whose life story still
resonates today.
Dreams been dashed by life’s bumps and bruises? Discover uplifting insights that
could turn things around today. Do you wake up in despair? Does each day lack joy?
Stuck in a rut or a job you have grown to loathe? Author and personal development
leader Bradley Charbonneau came to hate his comfortable life until one precise
moment rebooted his entire approach to living. Now he’s here to share how you can
reclaim that spark no matter where you are in your journey and live the brilliantly
shining vision you deserve. Repossible: Who will you be next? is a short, sharp wakeup call to the idea of instant change. Through personal anecdotes, interviews with other
success-seekers, and vivid examples, Charbonneau’s conversational tone with honest
and humor-infused encouragement will put you firmly back behind inspiration’s wheel.
Aimed at anyone of any age plagued with thoughts that life is passing them by, you’ll
soon feel pumped and invigorated enough to take your next exciting steps! In
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Repossible, you’ll discover: - The keys to moving from disenchantment and
hopelessness to energy-filled momentum - Ways to tap into your best self and unlock
your true potential - How to high-five yourself with positive direction and life-affirming
daily action - What to do to guarantee intentional growth and achieve your goals - A
blueprinted roadmap to forge your path back to personal fulfillment, links to further
resources, and much, much more! Repossible: Who will you be next? is the helping
hand you need right now. If you like deep topics deftly handled, motivational kicks, and
fist-pumping enthusiasm, then you’ll love Bradley Charbonneau’s straight-to-the-point
pep talk. Buy Repossible to reimagine your life today!
How to Build a Sport or Life Dynasty By: Norbert A. Baschnagel “How to Build a Sport
or Life Dynasty is a must read book, not only for those who are currently coaching and
those who aspire to coach, but also for people who are seeking to live meaningful and
productive lives.” “Coach Baschnagel gives a very detailed and successful plan on
how to excel as a coach and how to create a sports dynasty. This plan is based on his
expertise, knowledge, and life experience. It was this plan that enabled him to create a
Sports Dynasty for the Women’s Varsity Tennis Team at Clarion University. In his last
four years of coaching the team, a record of 57 wins and only 1 loss was compiled. This
book can help any coach achieve greater success. In this book Coach Baschnagel is
sharing “The tricks of the trade” with his readers.” “He also shares the qualities that
are needed for a person, not only to be successful in life, but also to be significant. If a
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person wants to have a higher and more satisfying life, this book is a must. As the
author has excelled in his personal life, coaching, and in the community, he has brought
that same excellence in this book.” ~Fr. Sam Bungo, St. Charles Church, New
Bethlehem, PA “The book exemplifies how to develop and build a sports or life dynasty
and is truly how you live your life. Your persistence, determination when others said it
could not be done, commitment, dedication to others and your amazing leadership skills
are fundamental in shifting from success to significance.” “Being a part of your “Tennis
Dynasty” for four years and playing under your leadership was both an honor and
privilege. At the same time I didn’t realize how valuable the life’s lessons were that I
was acquiring. You don’t always see the magnitude of something while in the middle of
it. What you write about is exactly what your expectations were of each player. Good
sportsmanship, hard work, discipline, teamwork, training, preparation, compassion, selfcontrol, enthusiasm and friendship are all attributes that you valued and instilled in us
as our leader. These qualities have carried over into adulthood and are great strengths
to have throughout life.” “Whether you are a coach wanting to build a team dynasty, or
an athlete wanting to master his or her skill, this book is a roadmap to do just that.”
~Tamara Myers-CUP Hall of Fame Member (1987-1990) Tennis Team Captain,
Medical Sales Rep. “Norb always has a plan, and with that plan he has always had
Beverly to make sure he stayed focused to get these plans accomplished. Only Norb
could have believed and figured out how to build a dynasty in a place that is known for
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Wrestling and Autumn Leaf Festival. If you want to know how to build a successful
program in sports, business, and even life, read this book, “How to Build a Sport or Life
Dynasty”. Everyone thought he was crazy, including his assistant coaches and some of
his players who are in the Clarion Sports Hall of Fame, but two years later, we were not
only the best tennis team in the PSAC for four straight years, we were the dominant
team on the whole east coast. Coach Baschnagel is the only person who could have
believed and made this happen, and I believe with hard work and using his principal’s
you could be as successful as he was, but you must burn the midnight oil. You can’t be
successful by accident, and this success story does not come without a few hard times
and headaches. It is a book that you will not be able to put down and you can use every
day.” ~Philip D. Popielski Jr CUP Student Assistant Tennis Coach (1984-1987),
Assistant Principal Woodlawn High School Baltimore, MD “In this his fourth sports
themed book Norbert Baschnagel tells the story of how he took a struggling, nonwinning women’s tennis program at Clarion University of Pennsylvania and turned it
into the conference leader with an astounding string of wins during his stint as head
coach. The achievement led to many honors including his being named the
conference’s “Coach of the Year” and being inducted into the Clarion University
Sports Hall of Fame.” Baschnagel then provides a detailed blueprint of how he
achieved his success and how others can achieve similar results. Baschnagel
eventually left coaching to become a member of the Clarion University faculty, teaching
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in the university’s Department of Health and Physical Education for many years before
retiring recently. A few years before his retirement Professor Baschnagel received one
of academia’s highest honors when he was named a full professor. Though
Coach/Professor Baschnagel is now retired he is not resting on his laurels as he
remains active in the community and the sports world. And as this book ably
demonstrates while he may be retired he is still very much in the game.” ~Dr. William
Buchanan, Professor Emeritus, Department of Information and Library Science, Clarion
University of Pennsylvania
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